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NO:AP1101-2 V.1 

Release Note for Vigor2110 Series 
 

Firmware Version: 3.3.5 
Built Date: August, 4, 2010 

Applied Models:  
Vigor2110, Vigor2110n, Vigor2110Vn 

 

Please ensure you download and use the latest router tools when upgrading the firmware. 

New Features  

 Support T.38 function 
 Support Web Content Filter (WCF, Commtouch solution and BPjM solution) 
 Support USB disk file explore on WUI 
 Support MX Type DNS Query 
 Support FSK caller ID detection 
 Support DTMF caller-ID format 

Improvement 
 Corrected: Tone setting problem (for Italy) in the VoIP>>Phone Settings>>Advanced 

Settings page. 
 Corrected: Setting problem on Codecs in VoIP >> Phone Settings page. 
 Corrected: Might get reboot problem while doing some unusual calls. 
 Corrected: Might get reboot problem while doing Call Transfer service. 
 Corrected: WLAN LED will be on still even WLAN function is off by schedule setting. 
 Corrected: PPTP passthrough can not work. 
 Corrected: Save problem occurred for Interval Time of Periodic Inform Settings in 

System Maintenance>>TR-069. 
 Corrected: Crash occurred when TR-069 session is timeout. 
 Corrected: HTTPS URL (without port) setting in ACS Server URL for TR-069 function 

doesn't work. 
 Corrected: Page error while setting service name or comment with '\' in NAT >> Port 

Redirection or NAT >>Open Ports page. 
 Corrected: A reboot problem occurs while doing call transfer with Netherlands SIP 

account. 
 Corrected: Connection or reboot problem might occur while enabling ping detect host 
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with 3G backup. 
 Corrected: Certificate may not be sent out while sending Cert Request in inR2_outR3 or 

some remote sites like cisco pix. 
 Corrected: Fixed the problem that PPTP tunnel exists but always gets protocol rejected 

from the peer. 
 Corrected: IP trace route and IP ping carry wrong source IP addresses when using 

PPTP/L2TP WAN, but the destination IP is set in the static route. 
 Corrected: When VPN server is behind Vigor NAT and True IP DMZ is used to get IP, 

Vigor NAT will block both VPN client's and VPN server's GRE request. 
 Improved: Modify "Static or Dynamic IP (DHCP client)" to "Static or Dynamic IP" on 

MPoA page. 
 Improved: Troubles in 3G modem of HuaWei E1762/E1550 IOP. 
 Improved: Show warning message after logging in with wrong user name or password. 
 Improved: A problem occurred that different Drayteker DHCP servers will use the same 

transaction ID. 
 Improved: Modified the telnet command (arp cache table) for deleting the ARP entry, 

from 180 seconds to 40 seconds once ARP cache entry is expired. 
 Improved: Reword the "ip arp setCacheLife" command. 
 Improved: Web page for Hardware Acceleration has been removed due to auto detection 

by Vigor router. 

Known Issue 

 None 

Notes 

Modifications 

 None 
 


